F-Tech Thermal Solutions Private Limited

https://www.indiamart.com/ftechthermalsolution/

We are one of the leading MFG, Exporter & Supplier of Al. Recycling Plant, Lead Smelting Plant, Zinc & Copper Melting Plant, Electrical Melting cum holding Furnace Billet Re-Heating Furnace.
About Us

To fulfill the varied requirements of various industrial applications, we, F Tech Thermal Solutions pvt. ltd., have come up with a wide range of industrial equipment that have been appreciated for their smooth functionality, durability and reliability. The company is a growing manufacturer, exporter and supplier of hi-tech machines and equipment meant for effective non ferrous Smelting, Heating, Holding, Melting and Re-Cycling process, which are encouraged and undertaken at almost every industrial houses. We offer Al. Recycling Plant, Lead Smelting Plant, Zinc & Copper Melting Plant, Electrical Melting cum holding Furnace, Billet Re-Heating Furnace and Air pollution control system. At our company, the best of engineering and designing skill are materialized to fabricate a series of world class furnaces and allied equipment. The entire range of aforesaid industrial products is manufactured using latest technology with qualitative range of raw materials and components that makes our products distinguished from other similar products. We have always followed standard manufacturing practices that have helped us in maintaining optimum quality standards. We understand the value of money invested by our clients and ensure optimum clients satisfaction.

For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/ftechthermalsolution/profile.html
ALLUMINIUM MELTING PLANT

Rotary Furnace (Alluminium Melting Plant)

Skelner Furnace

Crucible Furnace

Ingot Casting Machine (Alluminium Melting Plant)
COPPER MELTING PLANT

- Rotary Type Melting Furnace
- Super D-type Melting Furnace
- Box Type Copper Melting Furnace
- Ingot Casting Machine
CONVEYORS AND INDUSTRIAL BELTS

Our Products

- Material Handling Conveyor
- Aluminium Ingot Mould
- Cube Type Mould
- Roller Conveyor
LEAD PLANT

Rotary Furnace (Lead Plant)
Crucible Furnace For Lead Plant
Conveyor
Refining Pot
POLLUTION CONTROL & MONITORING EQUIPMENT

Spark Arrestor

Cooling Tower

Cyclone

Bag House
COMBUSTION EQUIPMENT

Heating & Pumping Equipment

Double Stage Blower

Recuperator

Conductivity Type Heat Recovery System
OTHER PRODUCTS:

Dixios Type Mould

Wet Scrubber

Single Stage Blower

Skelner Furnace Manually Operated
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CONTACT US

F-Tech Thermal Solutions Private Limited
Contact Person: Hitendra Rawat

Plot No. 89 B, Gali No. 5, West Saroorpur, Industrial Area
Faridabad - 121004, Haryana, India

📞 +91-8045138243
🌐 https://www.indiamart.com/ftechthermalsolution/